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ABSTRACT
Groupware toolkits let developers build applications for synchronous and distributed
computer-based conferencing. This chapter describes four components that we believe
toolkits must provide. A run-time architecture automatically manages the creation, interconnection, and communications of both centralized and distributed processes that comprise conference sessions. A set of groupware programming abstractions allows developers to control the behavior of distributed processes, to take action on state changes, and to
share relevant data. Groupware widgets let interface features of value to conference participants be added easily to groupware applications. Session managers let people create
and manage their meetings and are built by developers to accommodate the group’s working style. We illustrate the many ways these components can be designed by drawing on
our own experiences with GroupKit, and by reviewing approaches taken by other toolkit
developers.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Building groupware for synchronous, distributed conferencing can be a frustrating experience.
If only conventional single-user GUI toolkits are available, implementing even the simplest
systems can be lengthy and error-prone. A programmer must spend much time on tedious
but highly technical house-keeping tasks, and must recreate interface components to work
in a multi-user setting. Aside from the normal load of developing a robust application, the
programmer of groupware must also attend to the setup and management of distributed processes, inter-process communication, state management and process synchronization, design
of groupware widgets, creation of session managers, concurrency control, security, and so on.
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Consequently, a variety of researchers have been exploring groupware toolkits. Their purpose is to provide tools and infrastructures powerful enough to let a programmer develop
robust, high-quality groupware with reasonable effort. Some in-roads have been made, but we
are far from a complete solution. Realistically, most of today’s groupware toolkits are best
seen as breakthrough research systems used either to explore particular architectural features
of groupware toolkits, or as platforms to build experimental groupware prototypes. While they
have not reached the maturity of single-user GUI toolkits, these pioneering efforts have laid a
foundation for the next generation of toolkit design.
This chapter examines the technical foundations of groupware toolkits. The toolkits we
consider are those that construct real-time distributed multi-point groupware applications,
where two or more people in different locations would be able to visually share and manipulate their on-line work. Typical applications produced by these systems would be electronic
whiteboards, games, multi-user text and graphics editors, distributed presentation software,
textual chat systems, and so on. The discussion is heavily influenced by our experiences with
our own groupware toolkit called GroupKit [Ros96a, Ros92, Gre94b] as well as the issues
raised by other researchers doing similar work.
The chapter highlights four critical features that such toolkits should provide to reduce
implementation complexity:

 Run-time architectures can automatically manage processes, their interconnections, and
communications.
 Groupware programming abstractions can be used by a programmer to synchronize interaction events and the data model between processes as well as the views presented across
displays.
 Groupware widgets can let programmers add generic groupware constructs of value to
conference participants.
 Session managers, crafted by programmers, can let end-users create, join, leave and manage meetings.
An important omission from this list are the audio and video links necessary for the interpersonal communication channel between conference participants. This is a large area in itself. For simplicity, we will assume that audio and video are handled out of band, where
toolkits can include hooks to bring up other audio/video systems. However, we do point the
reader to Chapter 4 in this book [Ish99], which provides an excellent example of an integrated audio/video/computational space. It should go without saying that future toolkits must
incorporate audio and video as first-class building blocks.

6.2 RUN-TIME ARCHITECTURES
Real-time distributed groupware systems are almost always composed of multiple processes
communicating over a network. Because this can be complex to create, we feel strongly that
toolkits should provide not only programming facilities for creating groupware, but also the
run-time architecture for managing the run-time system. In this section, we will concentrate
only on the tension between centralized vs. replicated architectures, and its impact on the
design of toolkits. In Chapter 7 in this book [Dew99], Dewan continues this theme by revisiting the issues and by explaining further architectural differences possible in collaborative
applications.
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6.2.1 Centralized vs. Replicated Architectures
Groupware researchers have long argued the merits of centralized vs. replicated architectures
[Ahu90, Gre90, Lau90a, Lau90b, Pat91, Gre94a, Wil95, Hil94, Pat94, Dou96, Gra96a].

 Centralized architectures use a single application program, residing on one central server
machine, to control all input and output to the distributed participants. Client processes
residing at each site are responsible only for passing requests to the central program, and
for displaying any output sent to it from the central program. The advantage of a centralized
scheme is that synchronization is easy — state information is consistent since it is all
located in one place, and events are always handled from the client processes in the same
order because it is serialized by the server.
 Replicated architectures, on the other hand, execute a copy of the program at every site.
Thus each replica must coordinate explicitly both local and remote actions, and must attend
to synchronizing all copies so they do not get out of step.
Because of their simplicity in handling concurrency and in maintaining a single state model,
centralized architectures for groupware have had many advocates [Ahu90, Gre90, Lau90a,
Wil95, Hil94, Gra96a], and one may wonder why a replicated approach would ever be considered. The main issues are latency, bottlenecks, and heterogeneous environments. First, a
centralized scheme implies sequential processing, where user input is transmitted from the
remote machine to the central application, which must handle it and update the displays (if
necessary) before the next input request can be dealt with. If the system latency is low, this is
not a problem. But if it is high, the entire system will become sluggish. While sluggishness
is annoying when others’ actions are delayed, it is devastating when the system is unresponsive to a person’s own local actions, especially in highly interactive applications. Second, the
central system can become a performance bottleneck. Highly interactive and graphical applications can push even the fastest CPUs to their limits when several screens must be updated.
Similarly, the relaying of all activities to and from a single process can create a traffic jam in
some environments. Third, centralized architectures will have problems dealing with heterogeneous environments, as it is unlikely that a single process can update properly remote clients
running on (say) a Windows95 and a Macintosh environment, as they all have a different look
and feel.
A replicated scheme, on the other hand, implies parallel processing, where the handling
of interactions and screen updates can occur in parallel at each replication. If done properly,
communication is efficient as replicas need only exchange critical state information to keep
their models up to date. While remote activities may still be delayed, a person’s local activities
can be processed immediately. Process bottlenecks are less likely — each replica is responsible for drawing only the local view, unlike the central model which must update the graphics
of all screens. Consequently, heterogeneous environments are easily handled, for the communication protocol can act as a device-independent graphics layer, and views can be drawn
using the native look and feel.
The cost of replication is increased complexity. We are now programming and synchronizing a distributed system, and must handle issues such as concurrency control. Different
replicated toolkits handle this in a variety of ways. For example, Share-Kit [Jah95] has no direct concurrency control, and it must be programmed in from scratch if a programmer requires
it. Others do provide concurrency capabilities. DistEdit [Kni90] uses atomic broadcasts. ObjectWorld’s shareable objects have the ability to detect messages that have arrived out of order,
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and allow programmers to do non-optimistic locking [Tou94]. GroupKit [Ros96a] can force
serialization for some actions by funneling selected activities through one of the replicated
processes.
Somewhere in-between are semi-replicated hybrid architectures that contain both centralized and replicated components. For example, Patterson [Pat96] advocates a centralized notification server, whose sole job is to maintain a shared state, to respond to state change requests
by clients, and to notify others when the state has changed. It would be up to the replicas to
decide what the view should look like, and to update the display accordingly.

6.2.2 Impact on Toolkit Design
System designers often argue that a good toolkit will hide implementation and architectural
concerns, leaving the programmer to concentrate on the semantics of the task. Yet architectures cannot be completely hidden in groupware toolkits, for the type of architecture may
have profound impacts on the way programmers code their systems, and on the system performance. For example, centralized systems often have performance limitations that must be
well understood, so that they can be mitigated by the application programmer. Similarly, replicated architectures are distributed systems, and programmers must be concerned with issues
such as concurrency control, communications, and fault tolerance.
The run-time architecture also affects the programming paradigm style. For example, many
toolkits separate the underlying data abstraction (i.e. the data model) from the way a graphical
view of that data is generated on the display [Kra88, Hil92] (discussed further in Section 6.3).
Figure 6.1 illustrates this. The abstract data model here is an array with three numbers, and
the view is generated separately from this abstraction. Views of the abstract model may differ.
In this case, two participants view the data as a bar chart, and the third participant sees it as a
pie chart. Whenever a value in the data model is changed, the views are regenerated to keep
themselves consistent with it. In terms of the run-time architecture, the way the abstraction and
views are dealt with depend upon how they are distributed across the system. For example,
we could have the data abstraction and view generation done wholly by a central process.
Alternatively, the abstraction may be centralized, and the mechanisms to create the views
replicated. Or perhaps all components are replicated. Whichever variation is used, the abstract
data model should be kept consistent across the entire groupware system, and synchronization
must be maintained between the model and the individual views generated from it. This means
that the infrastructure to support a separate abstraction and view, as well as the nature of the
programming API provided by the toolkit, are highly dependent on the nuances of the runtime architecture.
A good toolkit will provide programmers with high-level constructs to deal with all the
issues mentioned above, but not mask them [Dou95, Dou96, Gra96a, OGr96]. To illustrate
this point, the rest of this section will show why programmers need to know about concurrency
control, synchronization of abstract models and views, communications, and fault tolerance.

6.2.2.1 Concurrency Control
Greenberg and Marwood [Gre94a] argue that no generic concurrency control scheme can handle all groupware applications, simply because the user is an active part of the process. For
example, conservative locking and serialization schemes that block processing until concurrency can be guaranteed can have deleterious effects on highly interactive user actions owing
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Figure 6.1 An example of an abstract data model, and views generated from the model

to processing delays and latency, while optimistic schemes have problems when on-going
events have to be undone. They also argue that some conflicting interactions are best left to
the users to solve by social means, implying that some feedback of conflicting actions be
shown within the interface.
Because of this, toolkits should provide a variety of concurrency control schemes and feedback mechanisms, and programmers must explicitly decide which of them to deploy when
designing the application. Note that this argument becomes moot when latency is not perceivable, since the users would not notice any effects of concurrency control. In this case, either
a centralized approach and its implicit serialization of events, or a replicated approach using
hidden concurrency control, would work well.
Many groupware researchers have investigated concurrency control. While it is beyond the
scope of this chapter to do a comprehensive survey, readers are referred to the surveys by
Greenberg and Marwood [Gre94a], and the earlier work of Ellis and Gibbs [Ell89]. Further
discussions of consistency and concurrency control are found within Chapters 5, 8 and 7 in
this book [Pra99, Dou99, Dew99].

6.2.2.2 Synchronization
As mentioned earlier, specific architectures usually lend themselves to particular ways of separating the underlying abstract data model from the graphical views generated from it. A
centralized system keeps both model and view in the same place, so synchronization is easy.
In contrast, replicated architectures maintain copies of both the data state and the view at
all sites. In-between is Patterson’s [Pat96] Notification Server, which keeps the abstract data
model in a central server, with replicas deciding how to display the view of that information
when state changes are transmitted to them.
At the toolkit level, this division of model and view as well as its distribution across processes is usually visible to the programmer — the programming abstractions provided are
used by them to update the abstract model or the view, and to synchronize replicas when
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needed. Similarly, the way the toolkit provides the abstractions to process user events and
to synchronize models and views often depends upon the way the model and the views are
distributed in the architecture. This topic will be taken up again in more detail in Section 6.3:
Programming Abstractions.

6.2.2.3 Communication
Inter-process communication can be a complex task, especially when efficiency is a concern.
Centralized models are particularly vulnerable to communications bottlenecks, as the server
must not only handle input from the client, but update all displays as well. Replicated architectures can be more efficient, for the events sent across the network can be short messages
containing semantic changes to state. At the toolkit level, the programmer would rarely want
to deal with all the annoyances of setting up communications connections. However, they
should have the means to decide what to communicate between processes for efficiency purposes, and also the means to decide priorities.
For example, consider a drawing application containing telepointers, where the telepointers are not supplied as a widget. In terms of what to communicate, the complete telepointer
graphics need not be shipped. Instead, a message can be sent specifying the pointer shape,
with subsequent messages sending out a pointer id and its x-y coordinates. In terms of priority, when a pointer is moved the programmer should be able to specify that only that last
pointer location need be transmitted if there is a communications bottleneck, and that this
should have a lower priority than (say) a drawing message.

6.2.2.4 Fault Tolerance
Because almost all groupware systems are distributed in one way or another, fault tolerance
becomes a concern. At the toolkit level, the programmer should be able to determine the
system’s response to particular faults. These include degradation or complete loss of communications between processes, excessive delays, and so on. This implies that the toolkit must
have a notification mechanism that indicates faults to the program. It also implies that the
programmer is aware of the faults that are inherent in the particular architectural design.

6.2.3 Examples
6.2.3.1 WScrawl: A Centralized Architecture that Leverages X Windows
WScrawl [Wil95] is a multi-user sketchpad built using the X Window System. While WScrawl
is not a toolkit, the author describes how his program leverages the communications and
display capabilites of X Windows, as well as its client/server architecture [Sch86]. X Windows
allows a programmer to open several displays, to read input from each workstation, and to
write graphics to the screen. Groupware such as WScrawl is created by tracking the display
and input stream for each user, all within a single program. Each stream is monitored for input
events. For every input event (such as a mouse move that initiates a draw line action), the event
is processed, and all displays can be updated accordingly.
For example, the pseudo-code below handles a trivial conference of two users, each using
separate displays named Display1 and Display2, where the conference just draws a point on
each display [Wil95]:
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display[1] = XOpenDisplay ("Display1");
display[2] = XOpenDisplay ("Display2");
for (i=1; i<=2; i++) {
XDrawPoint (display[i], 20, 100);
XCloseDisplay(display[i]);
}

6.2.3.2

Rendezvous: A Centralized Architecture

The Rendezvous groupware toolkit [Hil94, Pat90, Pat91, Hil92] is heavily modeled on the idea
of maintaining a single abstract data model that is shared by everyone. As mentioned earlier,
multiple views of that model can be drawn differently on each person’s display. Rendezvous
places both the single abstraction and the view models on a single processor. Its developers
claim that the single abstraction always contains the correct state of the application. Consequently, all copies or view updates derived from this abstraction will be correct. The problem
is that Rendezvous is slow, because all views run off the same processor. Its designers suggest,
but have not implemented, a semi-replicated approach that keeps that shared abstraction at a
central site, with views being replicated at other sites.

6.2.3.3 The Notification Server: A Centralized Component of a Hybrid Architecture
Patterson, one of the authors of Rendezvous, revisited the idea of a semi-replicated hybrid
architecture [Pat96]. He is now constructing a centralized “Notification Server” that could be
provided as a toolkit component in an otherwise replicated architecture. Its job is to provide
a central service for managing common state information, akin to the shared abstraction seen
in Rendezvous. While the natural use of the server is to centralize the abstract data model, the
choice of what state information to centralize is ultimately up to the designer.
The Notification Server contains two kinds of objects: Places and Things.

 Places identify what common states are accessed by which applications. Clients who enter
a particular place are notified about any state changes in that place.
 Things are the actual objects that maintain state, and are essentially property–value pairs
extended to contain attributes that specify access control and types of notifications triggered (e.g. on creation, change or deletion).
What is important here is that the server has no understanding of application semantics. Virtually any state can be represented, as long as it can be described as a property–value pair. It
is left up to the replica how to deal with state changes upon notification. Patterson argues that
this centralized Notification Server simplifies concurrency control because locking is done in
one place through Thing’s attributes, and that serialization is a natural consequence of centralization. He also argues that the availability of a consistent, centralized state makes it easier
to update newcomers — participants who have just entered a conference that is already in
progress. Finally, this dedicated server model implies that attention can be devoted to making
it efficient and robust — in Patterson’s words, “a lean, mean notification machine”.

6.2.3.4 GroupKit: A Mostly Replicated Architecture
The GroupKit groupware toolkit [Ros96a, Gre94b] includes a mostly replicated run-time
infrastructure. It actively manages the creation, location, interconnection, and teardown of
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Figure 6.2 An example of GroupKit’s run-time architecture and process model

distributed processes; communications setup, such as socket handling and multicasting; and
groupware-specific features such as providing the infrastructure for session management and
persistent conferences. Its infrastructure consists of a variety of distributed processes arranged
across a number of machines. Figure 6.2 illustrates an example of the processes running when
two people are communicating to each other through two conferences ‘A’ and ‘B’. The three
large boxes represent three different workstations, the ovals are instances of processes running
on each machine, and the directed lines joining them indicate communication paths. Three
types of GroupKit processes are shown: a single registrar, session managers, and conference
applications.

 The registrar (top box in Figure 6.2) is a centralized process that acts as a connection point
for a community of conference users. Its address is “well-known” in that other processes
know how to reach it. This is the only centralized process required by GroupKit’s run-time
infrastructure.
 The session manager is a replicated process, one per participant (side boxes). It provides
both a user interface and a policy dictating how conferences are created or deleted, how
users are to enter and leave conferences, and how conference status is presented (see Section 6.5: Session Management). When session manager processes are created, they connect
to the registrar. The registrar maintains a list of all conferences and the users in each conference. It thus serves as an initial contact point to locate existing conference processes and
their addresses.
 Finally, a conference application is a GroupKit program (e.g. shared editor, game) invoked
by the user through the session manager. Conference applications typically work together
as replicated processes, in that a copy of the program runs on each participant’s workstation. They are connected via peer to peer communication channels. Two conferences, each
with two distributed replicas, are shown in Figure 6.2.
GroupKit programmers build both session managers and conference applications, and the
two are separate from one another. Programmers are aware that they are building distributed
applications, and must attend to issues such as concurrency control, fault-tolerance, and syn-
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chronization. The programming abstractions let the programmer choose and mix several styles
of coding: view synchronization through multicast RPCs, or state synchronization of a replicated abstract data model (see Section 6.3: Programming Abstractions). The toolkit provides a
few simple concurrency control schemes for the programmer to choose from, mostly available
within the shared data model. Communications are mostly hidden away; while it is possible
to massage communication events for efficiency, this is mostly done by working around the
system rather than with it. Fault tolerance is done by primitive events that notify a programmer when participants have “left” the conference and when a conference has “died”. However,
they are not notified nor can they easily handle performance degradation.
This run-time infrastructure is maintained entirely by GroupKit. The conference application
code does not need to take any explicit action in process creation or communication set-up.
Instead, the application may just ask to be notified through an event when particular session
activities occur. The conference processes that comprise a conference session can also coordinate with each other through the high-level programming abstractions provided by GroupKit,
as discussed in Section 6.3.

6.2.3.5 Clock: A Flexible Architecture
The main goal of the Clock language and ClockWorks programming environment [Gra96] is
to support the development of groupware applications at a very high-level, hiding all details
of the underlying implementation architecture. This high level has two consequences. First,
programmers do not need to be concerned with the details of distribution, networking and
concurrency control. Second, implementations of Clock are free to use any implementation
architecture, as long as the semantics of the Clock language are preserved. (Unlike other
languages for groupware development, Clock has precisely defined semantics, independent of
any implementation [Gra95].)
The abstract architecture of Clock programs is developed using the visual ClockWorks
programming environment. This abstract architecture captures the structure of Clock programs, but does not specify how the program will be implemented in a distributed context.
The abstract architecture language is based on separating the abstract model from its views,
similar to Rendezvous [Hil92] and the Model–View–Controller (MVC) paradigm used in
Smalltalk [Kra88]. Because of its high-level, the architecture language supports rapid development and easy modification of groupware programs [Gra96b].
Abstract architectures can be mapped into a variety of implementation architectures. By
locating the complete architecture on a server machine and using the X Window System to
post windows on different client machines, a centralized architecture can be obtained. By
locating the shared components of the Clock architecture on a server machine and replicating
private components on client machines, a semi-replicated hybrid architecture is obtained. By
replicating both shared and private components, a replicated architecture can be obtained.
Currently, Clock programs can be implemented as either centralized or semi-replicated.
There are several advantages with the Clock approach to flexible implementation architectures. Since the run-time system is completely responsible for implementing network communication and concurrency control, complex optimizations may be built into the system that
would be too hard to develop on a per-application basis [Gra96a]. Also, programmers can easily experiment with what kind of architecture is most appropriate for their application without
having to extensively modify the program. The primary disadvantage of the Clock approach is
that programmers give up control over precisely how different components are going to com-
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municate. For example, the Clock semantics demand that concurrency control be pessimistic,
which is not practical over networks with very bad latency.

6.2.4 Discussion
There is no real answer to whether a centralized or replicated scheme works best for groupware. Rather, it is a set of tradeoffs that revolves around the way they handle latency, the ease
of program startup and connection, programming complexity, synchronization requirements,
processor speed, the number and location of participants expected, communication capacity
and cost, and so on. For example, a centralized system would likely work just fine for a very
small group of users (e.g. pairs), given a high-bandwidth, low-latency network and an application that makes only modest demands of the processor. Replicated systems are probably better
for larger groups, for slower networks, and for applications that demand local responsiveness.
Because these situations are neither static or universal, no single solution will suffice. Perhaps what is required is a “dynamic and reactive” groupware architecture, where the decision of what parts of the architecture should be replicated or centralized can be adjusted
to fit the needs of particular applications and site configurations. We have already seen that
Clock components can be configured to run as centralized or semi-replicated objects [Gra96a].
O’Grady [OGr96] takes this one step further in his design of GEN, a prototype groupware
toolkit based upon distributed objects that allows a high degree of run-time configuration.
GEN not only allows application designers to chose whether individual objects are centralized or replicated, but also allows designers to create their own strategies for data distribution
and concurrency control. For example, GEN was altered to allow for object migration, where
centralized objects are automatically moved to the site that uses them the most frequently. In
parallel work, Dourish’s chapter in this book presents his design of Prospero, a groupware
toolkit that also allows decisions on data distribution and other aspects to be made on the fly
[Dou95, Dou96, Dou99]. Essentially, toolkits such as GEN and Prospero are designed to be
highly flexible. Not only can developers choose between a variety of strategies, but they can
also extend the toolkit to cover situations not envisaged by the original toolkit creators.

6.3 PROGRAMMING ABSTRACTIONS
Groupware toolkits must provide programmers with abstractions for coordinating multiple
threads and distributed processes, for updating a common abstract data model, and for controlling the view derived from that model. The actual abstractions supplied usually depend
upon the run-time architecture (as described in Section 6.2), as well as the schemes used to
share state information.
Patterson [Pat94] argues that the degree to which abstract data models are separated from
the views generated from them leads to several different shared state architectures, with consequences to the programming abstractions provided.
1. In an unshared system, neither data nor view model are shared. It is up to the programmer
to maintain the underlying data models (if any exists), the graphical views, and the links
between the views and the model (if any).
2. In a shared model, the data model is shared by the entire system. Programming abstractions allow one to access and change the shared model, and to specify how the (possibly
different) unshared views are to be created from the shared model.
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Figure 6.3 Using multicast RPCs for a simple chat application

3. In a shared view, both views and models are shared. Programming abstractions are available to change the view or the model, with changes automatically propagating from one to
the other.
This section describes several programming abstractions that are now common: multicast
remote procedure calls, events and notifiers, shared data, and shared data and views. Each
lends itself to the three architectures mentioned above.

6.3.1 Multicast Remote Procedure Calls
With replicated processes, replicas can communicate, share information, and trigger common
program execution through multicast remote procedure calls (RPCs). As with conventional
RPCs, a programmer specifies the procedure and arguments that should be executed in remote
processes. It is multicast because several processes can be designated in a single call.
Through this simple yet powerful abstraction, any unshared system can be synchronized.
For example, traditional callbacks to a user’s input can be replaced by a multicast RPC
that causes the resulting action to be performed in all processes. The following pseudo-code
illustrates this by showing how the simple text chat system shown in Figure 6.3 can be implemented. The main window contains the dialog transcript, and is common across all displays.
Each participant types their text into their private text input field at the bottom. Whenever a
person presses the “transmit” button, their name and the text they composed are sent to all
others for insertion into the transcript.
Set this_user to the name of the local user
When transmit button is pressed
Set message to the contents of the input field
Multicast to everyone:
Insert into your chat box "this_user: message"
Clear the input field

In the above example, there is no data model. Only the view is synchronized by explicitly
manipulating the widgets in the view. Data can be synchronized as well by multicast RPCs,
although it is the programmer’s responsibility to do all the housekeeping and to generate the
view from the data model.
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6.3.1.1 Examples
Several systems use multicast RPCs as their sole programming abstraction. Share-Kit [Jah95]
uses C and the Unix RPC mechanism to build its multicast layer; its programmers must register a procedure and its argument formats as an RPC and use special keywords to invoke them.
The Conference Toolkit [Bon89] uses a routing table to let developers specify the routing of
data between application instances; that is, how commands from one replica are directed to
other replicas. The Notification Server [Pat96] provides a “back door” that allows programmers to channel multicast messages between clients; these messages could be constructed in
a way that simulates multicast RPCs.
GroupKit [Ros96a, Gre94b] simplifies multicast RPCs by allowing RPCs and arguments to
be specified in the same way as normal procedure calls, and by hiding routing and communications details. To do this, GroupKit’s run-time system tracks the addresses and existence
of other application processes, and decides how to multicast the RPCs to some or all conference processes. This means that the programmer does not have to track details such as the
file descriptors, socket management, and so on. GroupKit provides three forms of RPCs, and
each differs in who the messages are sent to. The first, called gk toAll, multicasts the procedure to all conference processes in the session, including the local user. This results in the
same procedure being executed everywhere. The second, called gk toOthers, multicasts
a command execution to all other remote conference processes in the session except the local process that generated the call, which is useful when local actions differ somewhat from
remote ones. The third form directs the command to a particular conference process. This is
valuable for handling special cases, such as updating a new arrival to an on-going conference
about the current state of the application. Additionally, GroupKit’s RPCs are non-blocking.
Once the request for an RPC invocation is made, the local program continues its execution
without waiting for a reply from remote processes. This ensures that conference processes are
not delayed or blocked in the event of network latency or crashes on remote machines.
As an example, we implemented the simple text chat system shown in Figure 6.3 in GroupKit (which extends the Tcl/Tk scripting language by John Ousterhaut [Ous94]) using the
gk toAll RPC. The complete code is shown below, excluding a few minor bits that format the widgets on the display. What is important to realize is that only a few lines of code
are required to make this program group-aware: gk initConf initializes the runtime architecture for the conference; gk defaultMenu includes GroupKit’s menu widget, [users
local.username] retrieves the name of the local user, and gk toAll multicasts the RPC
to insert the user’s name and text into the chat box. All other lines are just the standard Tcl/Tk
code necessary to create the interface.
gk_initConf $argv

# Initialize the conference

#== Create widgets
gk_defaultMenu .menubar
listbox .chat
entry .input
button .b -text Transmit \
-command "broadcastLine"

#
#
#
#
#

Add the default groupkit pulldown menu bar
The shared chat box is actually a listbox
Users type their text into this entry box
Create a button labelled ’Transmit’
and attach a callback to it

#== Not shown: code to format widgets on the display
#== This callback multicasts an RPC to all replicas (using gk_toAll)
#== along with this user’s name and text
proc broadcastLine {} {
gk_toAll doAddLine \
# Multicast the doAddLine RPC + arguments
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[users local.username] \
[.input get]
.input delete 0 end
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#
1st argument: the user’s name
#
2nd argument: the text
# Now clear the input field

}
#==This is executed as an RPC at all sites.
#==It inserts the name and text into the chat box
proc doAddLine {name text} {
.chat insert end [concat $name ": " $text]
}

While simple, GroupKit’s multicast RPC model provides a powerful yet flexible approach
to distributed programming. The programmer does not have to know the addresses of other
conference processes or track process creation and destruction as people enter and leave the
session. The calls work the same way whether one user or twenty users are in the conference
session.

6.3.2 Events and Notifiers
A second programming abstraction allows a programmer to synchronize changes to either
views or models by specifying interesting events and how others are notified when these
events occur. Because events can be tied to anything, they can serve both unshared and shared
systems.
An event provides a way for conference applications to track when various things happen.
Events can be generated automatically by the run-time architecture, such as when participants
join or leave the conference session, or from (say) communications failures. They can also be
generated directly from the programmer in application-specific circumstances. Either way, the
programmer can take action on a specific event by attaching a notifier to it, which typically
executes a callback whenever the event occurs (notifiers are also known as handlers in some
systems).

6.3.2.1 Examples
Patterson’s Notification Server [Pat96], described previously in Section 6.2, illustrated an architecture that supports notification. Here, events are simply changes in the state of the underlying data (“Things”). Notification is controlled by the attribute field of the Thing, and occurs
automatically whenever a state changes.
GroupKit contains an event/notifier mechanism as well as events automatically maintained
and generated by the run-time infrastructure [Ros96a]. Events are typically used to handle
arriving and departing participants, updating latecomers, synchronizing distributed processes,
and noticing changes to shared data. Events consist of an event type and a set of attribute/value
pairs that provide information about the event. While in some ways similar to Patterson’s
Notification Server, state information is replicated rather than centralized. Programmers trap
particular events by attaching a notifier, with desired actions specified through callbacks that
are automatically executed when the event occurs.
GroupKit’s run-time infrastructure automatically sends three different event types to conference processes. The first two event types are generated when users join and leave the session,
as a conference process may want to take special action when this happens. For example, the
code fragment below tells everyone that a new participant has arrived by printing a message
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on all screens. The first line attaches a notifier to a “newUserArrived” event, which is automatically generated by GroupKit when a new user joins the conference. This will trigger
execution of the subsequent lines.
gk_bind newUserArrived {
set new_user_name [users remote.%U.username]
puts "$new_user_name just arrived!"}

# Attach code to this event
# Get the new person’s name
# Print message to the screen

The third event automatically generated by GroupKit is used to handle latecomers to conferences that are already in progress. When a latecomer arrives, its conference process is
brought up to date by one of the other conference processes in the session, usually by sending
it the existing state of the conference. Details of how to update the newcomer is left up to the
programmer by having them create an appropriate callback.
Finally, application developers can generate their own custom events. This can be useful
in more complex applications, where a change being handled in one part of the program can
generate an event to notify other parts of the program (or other processes) of the change. For
example, a programmer can create a shared data model and use events to generate views from
it. Changes to the model’s state can be attached to events, with notifiers created to update the
view accordingly. Different views are handled by attaching different callbacks to the notifiers.
A variety of other toolkits use some type of event/notification scheme; e.g. Rendezvous
[Hil92], Chiron-1 [Tay95], and Weasel [Gra92]. However, these are typically tied to directly
linking the shared views with a data model, discussed next.

6.3.3 Shared Models and Views
While multicast RPCs and events can be used to coordinate conference replicas, they do
demand more housekeeping as the application becomes complex. Consequently, several
groupware toolkits provide programming abstractions to maintain and update a shared data
model, and some means for attaching a view to the model.
The idea of separating a data model from its view originated in Smalltalk’s Model–
View–Controller [Kra88], later extended to groupware [Pat91, Hil92, Gra92, Tou94]. In most
implementations, the system maintains a consistent shared data model (i.e. by handling concurrency and synchronization), and either notifies processes of changes to the data or automatically updates views whenever changes occur.

6.3.3.1 Examples
GroupKit provides a shared data model called an environment, a dictionary-style data structure containing keys and associated values [Ros96a]. While instances of environments run on
different processes, the run-time system makes sure that changes to one instance are propagated to other instances. What makes GroupKit’s environments powerful are that changes
to an environment’s state can be tracked as events that trigger notifiers (as discussed previously). The programmer can bind callbacks to an environment, and receive notification when
a new piece of information is added to it, when information is changed, or when information
is removed. Corresponding actions are then triggered at all sites.
This scheme can generate different views from the same data abstraction. Events can be
monitored by the interface code, and the view adjusted to reflect the state of the data model
contained in the environment. For example, the code fragment below creates a shared environ-
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ment called “data”, which contains a field called “number”. A groupware button is displayed
that shows the current value of the number, incremented whenever any user presses the button.
gk_newenv -bind -share data
button .button -command \
[data number [expr [data number]+1]

#
#
#
#
data bind changeEnvInfo {
#
.button configure -text [data number]}#
data number 0
#

"Data" is a shared environment
Create a button. Whenever it is
pressed, increment "number", a
key in the "data" environment
Update the view of the number in the
button whenever its value changes
Initialize "number" to 0

A programmer uses GroupKit’s environments to implement synchronized views and models. In contrast, the Rendezvous toolkit treats views, models and the links between them as
first-class citizens [Hil94]. The system encourages developers to create groupware applications using its powerful abstraction–link–view (ALV) model [Hil92], whose constructs are:

 a shared underlying data abstraction,
 a view of the abstracted entity that may differ for each user,
 a constraint (called a link) that automatically adjusts the view when the data abstraction is
changed.
Rendezvous differs architecturally from GroupKit, in that the data model and the propagation of constraints are centralized. As well, constraints are more powerful than the
event/notifier scheme, because complex relationships are automatically maintained by the system through a one-way constraint solver. The Clock system [Gra96b] also uses constraints to
link views with the underlying model.
A variety of other systems also have a strong notion of maintaining the relation between a
model and a view. The Chiron-1 user interface system has abstract data types (abstractions),
dispatchers (links) and views; however, a simpler event-based architecture rather than constraints are used to propagate changes [Tay95]. While Chiron-1 was not explicitly designed to
be a groupware toolkit, a multi-user Tetris game was developed to show the flexibility of its
architecture. In Weasel [Gra92], programmers use a special declarative language called RVL
to specify the relations between abstractions and views, how views are customized, and the
coordination required.
Populated virtual environments also use an abstract model/view paradigm. The model is
the 3-D abstraction, while the rendered views of the model are perspectives generated from a
particular (x; y; z ) viewpoint into the model. The model is typically spatial. People enter the
spatial environment, where they are represented as “avatars” to others (icons or even video
images of themselves). They can move through the space and manipulate artifacts within it.
They are usually aware of the presence and (perhaps pseudo-) identity of others, can see where
others are attending, and can begin text or voice based communications with them. Examples
are DIVE [Car93] and Moondo [Intel].

6.3.4 Discussion
Programming abstractions such as the ones described above ease considerably a programmer’s
task of building groupware. For example, since multicast RPCs are a natural extension of the
way normal callbacks are used, novice GroupKit programmers were able to create simple
groupware applications with minimal training. The event/notifier and shared data abstractions
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are more elegant, but demand that the programmer learn a new coding style, for it usually
takes more planning and initial coding to separate the data model from its view.
However, groupware programming abstractions do not eliminate all coding complexity. The
programmer must consider the interaction between the processes that are being coordinated
by multicast RPCs, by events, and by shared data; unconsidered side effects can cause the
unexpected to happen. There is also a craft to using the programming constructs effectively.
For example, multicast RPCs usually demand that the programmer consider what local actions
should be taken and what variables should be set before the procedure and arguments are
multicast. The shared data abstractions have their own problems. When data model and views
are separated, the programmer has to handle exceptions that often occur when most, but not
all of the view is identical. When views intentionally differ (such as when one person sees
an array as a bar chart and the other as a pie chart, as in Figure 6.1), the programmer has to
make difficult interface design decisions that will allow people to interact over disjoint views.
In all cases, debugging can be hard when problems do occur, because the interaction between
conference processes can be non-deterministic and difficult to envisage.

6.4 GROUPWARE WIDGETS
Perhaps the greatest benefit of today’s graphical user interface toolkits is their provision of
tried and tested interface widgets. Programmers can typically configure and position them
in a few lines of code, perhaps with the help of an interface builder. When done properly,
pre-packaged widget sets provide a consistent look and feel to the interface. Because widgets
are often designed by interface experts, the everyday programmer can insert them into the
application with some assurance that they are usable.
Because many groupware applications will be graphical, groupware programmers have the
same need for widgets. The toolkit should therefore make it easy for programmers to add
groupware features to applications that conference participants will find valuable. However,
groupware widgets differ from normal widgets. They have different semantics; actions performed on them must be reflected across displays; and novel widgets have to be designed that
address needs specific to groupware. In this section, we consider two classes of groupware
widgets: groupware versions of single-user widgets, and group-specific widgets that support
activities found only in group work.

6.4.1 Groupware Versions of Single-User Widgets
Some researchers have created multi-user analogs of conventional single-user widgets, such
as buttons, menus and simple text editors, and investigated how to make the sharing of widgets between conference participants flexible enough to fit different applications and group
situations.
To highlight several issues, let us consider the problems we face when redesigning a button
widget to fit groupware. Buttons are simple devices in conventional interfaces. When a user
presses the button, its look changes to reflect that it is being selected. Upon release, the button
shape returns to normal and an action is executed. If the cursor is moved off the button during
a mouse press, the button reverts back to its original appearance and the release will have no
effect.
When the button is redesigned as groupware, several issues arise.
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1. When should feedback of one user’s actions be shown to their partners as feedthrough?
Should feedthrough be shown for every interface action (e.g. highlighting that matches
button presses and releases), or only for the final action (that the button press resulted in
an action)? Should feedthrough appear graphically identical to the local user’s feedback,
or should it be stylized to communicate only the essence of the other’s actions?
2. How does the button handle multiple and simultaneous access? Does it contain an idea of
ownership, so only one person is allowed to press it? If so, how is access control handled?
Or does the button implement turn-taking so that only one person can press it at a time,
and if so, how does it show other users that they cannot press the button? If simultaneous
access is allowed, what are the semantics of simultaneous presses, and how is feedthrough
displayed?
3. How are resulting actions handled? For example, are attached callbacks automatically
invoked in all replicas on one person’s button press, or must the programmer distribute
its effects explicitly?
4. What happens when people are viewing different parts of the display? If one person cannot see the button because they have scrolled to another area, is feedthrough shown in a
different manner, and if so, how?
5. If different representations are used (e.g. two differing native look and feels because groupware is running across two different platforms), how can the interface syntax of one button
be translated to the perhaps different syntax of the other button?
These issues become much more problematic when we move to multi-user equivalents of
complex widgets that have a high interaction component, such as list boxes, text entry fields,
graphical canvases and so on. None of these problems has a trivial solution, and designers of
groupware toolkits have to make hard decisions on what to do in each case. Part of the design
space includes how much flexibility they can provide the programmer to allow them to make
their own application-specific decisions.
A few researchers have begun to address these issues by creating generic programming attributes for groupware widgets. Several have concentrated on a widget’s coupling level and
access control. Others have tried to redesign conventional widgets to make them more appropriate to groupware settings.

6.4.1.1 Coupling
Dewan [Dew91, Dew92] defines coupling as the means by which interface components share
interaction state across different users. In tight coupling, state is shared by all aspects of the
interface component, and a person’s actions in one display results in immediate update on
another display. In loose coupling, one person’s actions propagate over to another display
only when a critical event is performed; the final state is the same, but intermediate states are
not seen. For example, a tightly coupled button would appear identical on all displays as it
was being pressed, moved across, and released. A loosely coupled button would only show
the release action, with intermediate feedthrough eliminated.
Dewan and Choudhary [Dew92] argue that flexible coupling is important for a variety of
reasons. First, groupware programs range from fully synchronous, to nearly synchronous, to
asynchronous; coupling is just another way of setting synchronicity. For example, we can
argue that the only difference between a real-time text program that shows characters as they
are being typed (text chat), vs. complete messages (e-mail) is their coupling level! Second,
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tightly coupled actions showing intermediary steps may be annoying to users in situations
where they are pursuing their own individual work. Alternatively, tightly coupled systems are
critical during highly-interactive exchanges between people [Tat91]. Third, loosely coupled
systems exchange state less frequently, which means there are less performance demands on
the system. Finally, coupling can control the degree that people work in private spaces, and
how and when they wish to make that space public.
Dewan and Choudhary [Dew92] implemented coupling in their Suite groupware toolkit by
allowing programmers and users to set coupling attributes that are associated with individual interaction entities (although these can be arranged in a multiple inheritance structure).
Attributes indicate the level of coupling, as well as how they should be applied selectively
to members of a group. Suite also divides interaction entities into disjoint coupling sets. For
example, the data state, the view state, and a format state can be coupled independently (the
latter allows the view of the data to be formatted in different ways across displays). Furthermore, action coupling can be set to determine how the commands (or callbacks) attached to
user actions are executed at other sites.
Reconsider the button example. The coupling levels can define: the way button presses are
tied to underlying data models by coupling data state; the level of feedthrough desired in
the view by coupling views; and how callbacks are invoked by coupling actions. Ideally, the
groupware programmer would consider coupling levels to be just another set of attributes that
can be configured when creating the button. The same idea can be applied to more complex
widgets, and Suite has several examples of how coupling can be applied to complex editing
and form-filling systems.
Coupling is available in other toolkits as well. The Rendezvous toolkit [Hil94] allows flexible coupling because of the way views are separated from data. Because the links in Rendezvous’ ALV model specify how views and models are synchronized [Hil92], different levels
of coupling can be specified by the programmer. The difference is that the programmer has to
code the way coupling is achieved, rather than simply set the attributes of a widget.

6.4.1.2 Access Control
Access control determines who can access a widget and when. Access control may be required
for several reasons. First, people may wish to have their own “private” widgets, where only
they can manipulate (or even view) them. An example is a text field in a groupware outliner,
where the person editing the field wishes to maintain ownership of it, perhaps just for the
duration of the edit or for the length of the session. Second, it may not make sense for users
to simultaneously manipulate some widgets. Perhaps only one person at a time should be able
to press a button, manipulate a scroll bar (to prevent “scroll wars”), or insert text into a field.
As with coupling, the demands for access control may be highly dependent on the particular
interface being constructed, and groupware programmers need to be able to control this.
Few groupware toolkits let programmers manipulate access control in a light-weight, finegrained fashion. If anything, they group it into concurrency control, with access being mediated by locks and other tedious mechanisms. The notable exception is again Suite. In it,
Shen and Dewan [She92] associate the fine-grained data displayed by a groupware application with a set of “collaboration rights”, where the rights are specified by either programmer
or user through a multi-dimensional, inheritance-based structure. Collaboration rights include
read and write privileges, viewing privileges, and coupling. Through the inheritance structure,
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The Calliope multi-user editor, with permission from Alex Mitchell

access control can be specified at both a group and individual level. Sets of objects can be
clustered together, with specific access definitions overriding general ones.
Smith and Rodden’s [Smi93] “shared interface object layer” SOL, an architectural layer
rather than a toolkit, considers how shareable versions of single-user widgets such as buttons
and text entry fields can be created. They provide a set of generic access control mechanisms
that determine what people could do with these shareable objects. Settable options include
who can see the widget, who can use it, who can move it, and so on. The same group has
created a more generalized shared object service called COLA [Tre94].

6.4.1.3 Widget Redesigns
Most single-user widgets should be completely redesigned to fit their groupware settings,
because they would otherwise be too limiting. While there is no recipe for doing this, we can
illustrate by example several groupware redesigns of single-user widgets.
Our first example is the multi-user scrollbar, first seen in the SASSE text editor [Bae93].
It differed from conventional scrollbars in that two thumbs (the selectable box) are displayed.
Participants are allowed to scroll independently, and the thumbs’ positions would reflect each
person’s relative position in the document. While SASSE’s scrollbar was hard-wired into the
editor, GroupKit developers turned it into a real multi-user widget that can be attached to
any scrollable object in one or two lines of code [Ros96a, Gre94b]. As shown on the right
side of Figure 6.4, the right half of the scrollbar is a normal single-user scrollbar, allowing the
user to move within the document. To its left are vertical bars showing the relative locations of
each conference user, identified by a unique colour. The bar’s position and size is continuously
updated as participants scroll through the document or change their window size. Additionally,
the name of the bar’s owner is displayed as a popup by mousing over it, and a “Follow this
user” option allows participants to toggle the coupling status from independent scrolling to
linked scrolling.
Our second example is a multi-user text widget. Single-user text widgets are simple text editors, while a true multi-user text editor should have features that allow simultaneous editing.
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Mitchell [Mit96] used GroupKit [Ros96a] to create Calliope, a multi-user text editor. While
not packaged as a widget, Calliope does indicate how such a widget could behave. As seen
in Figure 6.4, Calliope provides a window displaying a shared text editor, and people can
scroll independently through the text through GroupKit’s multi-user scrollbars. Access control is user-selectable via a “sharing” menu option, and can range from the selection, word,
line, paragraph or document level. As a region is selected, the lock request is automatically
made. When another person attempts to select a locked region, the cursor changes to show
conflict (the lock icon in Figure 6.4). Calliope also has extra tools, such as the ability to attach
external notes to text for commentary that can be seen by others, to create private text which
is added to the shared view only when desired, and access to a shared whiteboard for brainstorming activities. Text can also be queried to find who wrote it and when it was written, and
colour-coded to show authorship.

6.4.2 Group-Specific Widgets
While group-aware versions of single-user widgets should be a part of any groupware toolkit,
they are not enough. Toolkits should strive to provide novel widgets that support particular
aspects of group work. In this section, we show several examples of group-specific widgets
that are implemented or prototyped in GroupKit [Ros96a, Gre94b]. These include widgets for
participant status, telepointers, and awareness.

6.4.2.1 Participant Status
As people enter and leave a conference, other participants should be able to see their comings
and goings, much in the same way that we can see people arrive into a room. Because these
people may be strangers, it can be useful to find out some information about them. GroupKit
provides a rudimentary participants widget, illustrated in Figure 6.5, that can be included
in any application. It lists all participants in the current conference session (left side), and
the list is automatically updated as people enter and leave. When a participant is selected, a
“business card” containing further information about them is displayed. This could include
contact information (as shown), a picture of the person, and any other material that person
wished to pass on about themselves.
An experimental variation of this widget displays participants in several ways, dependent
on the information available about them: charicatures, still photos, and (if available) video
snapshots whose images are updated every ten to twenty seconds. The video snapshots implement our version of the Portholes system [Dou92b]. These widgets also include the ability
to monitor the activity of participants, such as whether they are actively using their computer.
This is useful for facilitating contact between partners [Coc93, Gut96a].

6.4.2.2 Telepointers
Studies of small face-to-face groups working together over a shared work surface reveal that
gesturing comprises about 35% of the group’s activities [Tan91]. Gestures are a rich communication mechanism. Through them, participants indicate relations between the artifacts on
the display, draw attention to particular artifacts, show intentions about what they are about
to do, suggest emotional reactions, and so on. Many groupware systems now use telepointers (also known as multiple cursors) to provide a simple but reasonably effective mechanism
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Figure 6.5 GroupKit’s Participants widget

for communicating gestures [Hay94]. Unfortunately, modern window systems are tied to the
notion of a single cursor, and application developers must go to great lengths (and suffer performance penalties) to implement multiple cursors. By supplying telepointers as widgets that
can be attached to a view with a few lines of code, a programmer’s burden is decreased significantly, and they are more likely to include this important feature within their application.
For example, GroupKit programmers can add telepointers to an application with two lines of
code:
gk_initializeTelepointers
gk_specializeWidgetTreeTelepointer .canvas

GroupKit’s telepointers can partially handle displays where people may not see exactly the
same thing because widgets are laid out in different locations. Instead of tying a telepointer to
a window, a programmer can attach it to particular widgets and their children (this is the purpose of line 2, which adds telepointers only to the “canvas” widget). The telepointer is always
drawn relative to the widget, rather than the application window. Similarly, we have applied
telepointers to groupware text widgets that may format their contents differently on different
displays. The telepointer in this case is tied to the position of the underlying text, rather than
the Cartesian coordinates of the window. To illustrate the value of this approach, we applied
these techniques to GroupWeb, a groupware web browser [Gre96e]. Because people have
different sized windows, the HTML text and images can be laid out quite differently across
participant’s displays. However, their telepointers are always on top of the correct character
or image.
An experimental version of GroupKit’s telepointers allows them to be overloaded with semantic information to provide participants a stronger sense of awareness of what is going on,
with little consumption of screen real-estate. Because telepointers tend to focus participants’
attention, any information attached to them is probably noticed quickly. For example, we allow programmers to overload telepointers to indicate identity information (such as people’s
names), state information (such as what mode each participant is in), and action information
(such as what action a person is taking). Figure 6.6 illustrates an example of how a telepointer
can be overloaded with both action and identity information. The left window shows participant Carl’s display, where he is navigating through a pop-up menu. We see a second cursor on
the bottom of the display, which identifies its owner “Saul”. The right window shows Saul’s
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Figure 6.6 Overloaded telepointers, showing both action and identity information

display. Showing the complete menu that Carl has popped up on Saul’s display could be annoying, especially if Saul were working in the area immediately underneath it. Instead, Carl’s
telepointer image and labels are altered to indicate a menu selection is being made (the mode),
and what item is being selected (the action). In this case, the same semantic information of a
menu action is shown on other displays concisely and with little loss of meaning.

6.4.2.3 Workspace Awareness
In real-life working situations, we are kept aware of what others are doing, sometimes by
speech, and sometimes by seeing what others are working on through our peripheral vision
and through glances. This helps us coordinate our work. These cues may not be available in
the groupware channel, especially when people are allowed to have different viewports into a
large workspace. Consequently, workspace awareness widgets must be provided that inform a
participant about where other people are working in the shared work-surface and what they are
doing [Dou92a, Gut96a, Gut95, Gut96b]. We should mention that workspace awareness does
not have the same meaning as collaboration awareness (mentioned in this book in Chapter 7
by Dewan [Dew99] and in Chapter 5 by Prakash [Pra99]): workspace awareness concentrates
on how a person’s up to-the-moment awareness of what others are doing can be supported
by representations and extensions of the actual shared workspace, which is a more restrictive
definition.
An example of awareness widgets are radar overviews [Smi89, Bae93]. These displays
present a miniature overview of the document overlaid by colored areas that show the actual
viewport of each participant in the session. GroupKit contains several widget prototypes based
on this idea [Gut96a, Gut95, Gut96b]. The radar overview shown in Figure 6.7 is one example.
It includes an overview of a large shared workspace containing a concept map (a graph of
ideas). Viewport outlines, one for each participant, contain portraits identifying their owners,
and indicates what each can see. In addition, telepointers are displayed. The overview is tightly
coupled to the main view of the document (not shown), and any changes are immediately
reflected. A usability study has shown radar overviews to be an effective way for people to
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Figure 6.7 A miniature overview of a concept mapping system built in GroupKit, showing other’s
viewports, portraits, and telepointers. System created by Carl Gutwin, used with permission

maintain awareness of others in a spatial layout task [Gut96d]. They see changes as they
occur, they know where others are working, and telepointers in the overview are used for
deictic references.
We have developed a variety of other prototype widgets supporting workspace awareness.
Detail views are miniatures showing exactly what another can see [Gut95, Gut96b]. The
Headup Lens combines an overview with a person’s main viewing area as transparent layers, one on top of the other [Gre96c]. The Fisheye Lens uses a fisheye view with multiple
focal points to show where others are in the global context, and to magnify their area of work
on all displays [Gre96b]. These and other awareness widgets are illustrated in two videos
[Gre96a, Gut96c].

6.4.3 Discussion
The design of groupware widgets is still a young area. While many interface components exist
in groupware applications that have potential as widgets, much work remains to be done in
generalizing and packaging them as self contained widgets that are easily added to any application. We need strong programming abstractions, such as the notions of coupling and access
control, to provide a programmer with the flexibility to specify a widget’s behavior in different groupware settings. We need to redesign today’s single-user widgets into reasonable yet
powerful groupware counterparts. Finally, we need to create the next generation of groupware
widgets, which includes refining their design and testing their worth through usability testing.
On the technical side, there is the issue of how widgets can be created by toolkit developers.
Current tools are poor or non-existent. Rendezvous and Clock creators, for example, had
to build all their widgets from scratch from graphical primitives [Hil94, Gra96]. GroupKit
creators constructed a rudimentary “class builder” and were thus able to use and extend the
existing GUI widgets supplied by the Tcl/Tk toolkit [Ros96a]. However, the class builder is
awkward to use, and suffers run-time efficiency problems which can affect the performance
of highly interactive widgets.
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Finally, programmers of groupware could still benefit from interface builders as found in
conventional GUI toolkits, which greatly eases the task of widget placement and attribute setting. Unfortunately, most groupware toolkits now available do not provide interface builders,
with the exception of Visual Obliq [Bha94]. Similar to most modern conventional toolkits,
groupware applications in Visual Obliq are created by designing the interface with an interface builder and then embedding callback code in an interpreted language. The resulting
application can be run from within the interface builder for rapid turnaround time.

6.5 SESSION MANAGEMENT
Groupware developers often concentrate on building applications, such as multi-user sketchpads, games, and text editors. While it is important for developers to provide good groupware
once people are connected and working together, it is just as important to provide a community with “session managers” for actually establishing their groupware connections. We
firmly believe that toolkits must allow developers to construct or select from a large library
of session management interfaces in a flexible enough fashion to accommodate the diverse
requirements of different communities. Unfortunately, most of today’s toolkits force a single,
often rudimentary, session management interface onto its applications.
A session manager typically controls and presents an interface to the following tasks
[Ros94]:












creating new conferences
naming conferences
deleting conferences
locating existing conferences
finding out who is in a conference
joining people to conferences
controlling access to conferences
allowing latecomers
allowing people to leave conferences, and
deciding whether conferences persist when all users exit.

For example, the interface of the session manager could present these as explicit steps that a
user takes to begin and maintain the collaboration. These could also be implicit actions, where
(say) the act of jointly editing an artifact automatically initiates the collaboration [Edw94].
Being able to provide different interfaces for session management is an important aspect of
supporting the working patterns of a group. We believe that one of the obstacles to groupware
use is the difficulty of starting up a groupware session [Coc93]. The obstacle may be in terms
of usability (e.g. the system is difficult to initiate) or social (e.g. the policy the system imposes
is not acceptable to the group). Session management must be more than an afterthought added
to the applications, and should be tuned to the needs and collaboration patterns of the target
user group.

6.5.1 Policies and Metaphors for Session Management
Session managers can implement and provide a broad variety of policies to users, as illustrated
by the examples in this section.
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Figure 6.8 The Open Door session manager. Two conference sessions are shown, with three
participants present in the “Post-It” conference

6.5.1.1 Rudimentary Policy
When session managers are not attended to, users are forced to handle session manager aspects
themselves. That is, it is entirely up to the user to decide who to connect to, often by specifying
low-level addressing such as Internet host names and TCP/IP port numbers. An example of
this is the session manager for early versions of the NCSA Collage groupware system, which
presents a form asking the user to supply one’s login name, the IP address of the Collage
server, and the server port number.

6.5.1.2 Open Door
The basic session manager provided by GroupKit [Ros96a, Gre94b] offers an “Open Door”
permissive policy of creating and joining conferences, where people think in terms of conferences and participants instead of IP addresses. Figure 6.8 shows an example. Each conference
contains a single groupware application (the application windows are not shown in the figure).
In the “Conferences” pane, the local person (Saul Greenberg) sees that two conferences are in
progress: “Post-It” and “Design Session”. By selecting one of them, he can then see who is in
a particular conference (the list in the “Participants” pane).
Conferences are entered in several ways: joins, invitations, and creation. First, Saul can join
a conference by double clicking any conference name. This adds him to the list of participants
and causes the particular application to appear on the display. Second, a person already in a
conference can invite Saul into the session via a menu option, and a dialog will appear on the
screen asking him if he wishes to join in. An example of this is shown in the figure. Third,
Saul can create a new conference via the Conference menu: when he selects from a list of
applications, a window running the application appears on the display and others are informed
of its availability through the Conferences pane. This session manager also handles departure,
and exiting attendees disappear from the Participants pane. When the last one leaves, that
person is asked if the conference application should persist; i.e. that its state should be saved
so it can be re-entered later with its contents intact.
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6.5.1.3 Rendezvous Points
A quite different policy provides common rendezvous points. People go to a “place”, and
are automatically connected to all others in that place. The best known example of these are
the popular Multi-User Dungeons (MUDs). When a person connects to a MUD via a wellknown Internet address, they enter one of several rooms where they can engage in a text-based
chat dialog with all others in the room. TeamRooms [Ros96b] carries the ideas of MUDs to
graphical groupware by a rooms-based metaphor. Users of a community can create virtual
meeting rooms, and stock them with groupware meeting tools. To create opportunities for
collaboration, anyone can see what rooms are available, who is around, what rooms they are
in, and how active they are. People can freely move between rooms. When they enter a room
they are joined to all the conferencing tools located in the room; when they leave the room,
any tools used in the room are left behind. If only one person is in a room, then it behaves as a
single-user system. If no one is in a room, the tools and groupware artifacts remain available
as they are treated as persistent conference sessions. This system could serve the needs of
collaborators working on many tasks over a period of time, allowing them to easily move
between tasks. It also serves as a meeting place, where people can see who is around in what
room, and converse with them after entering the room. We expect place-based systems such as
TeamRooms to have wide appeal, and other researchers are also pursuing this policy [Tol95].
For example, Lee et al [Lee96] are developing a general software architecture and API to such
systems.

6.5.1.4 Other Policies
Many other session managers are possible. For example, a facilitated meeting session manager has been implemented in GroupKit, where a chairperson has complete control over what
applications are part of a meeting, and who can participate. Other policy examples follow the
model of telephone calls, or the way conference calls are established through a central switching point. A session manager can also be document-centric. For example, if a person opens
a file that is currently being edited by someone else, the groupware connection can be made
automatically. The point is that a developer requires the tools to modify packaged session
managers or create new ones that fit the community.

6.5.2 Building Blocks for Session Managers
Most toolkits provide only rudimentary and hard-wired session management facilities. ShareKit, for example, provides only basic connection facilities, although it does allow information about participants and about the session to be transmitted to others upon connection.
Similarly, Rendezvous has a built-in session manager which they call a startup architecture
[Pat90]. There have been a few investigations into architectures for flexible session management (e.g. Intermezzo [Edw94, Lee96]) but these are not really toolkits. Excepting GroupKit,
most toolkits do not let programmers build both applications and session managers, or do not
separate the two concepts.
Because few toolkits support session management as a first-class entity, we are a long way
from knowing exactly what primitives and API should be provided to the developer. In our
own experiences with GroupKit, we have developed flexible session management facilities
around the idea of open protocols [Ros93]. Briefly, the Registrar central server (Figure 6.2)
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provides a replicated data structure that tracks meetings and attendees, but specifies no policy for how the data structure is to be used. Session managers are clients to the Registrar,
and specify the policy by the selection of operations they perform. Maximum flexibility is
achieved by providing open access to the Registrar’s data structure via a protocol or interface
of small but powerful operations (e.g. add or delete conference). Clients may be different, as
long as they are well behaved with respect to each other and to the policy.
In terms of programming session managers, programmers can trap session manager events
and take actions upon them via callbacks. Different session managers will use these in different ways to create their policy. To ease the programmer’s chore, GroupKit also provides
default callbacks to handle routine operations. The programmer can override these when necessary. Using these events, the programmer can create different access control mechanisms,
start new applications or end existing ones, and build the interface in a way that shows the
user what is going on. Examples of some of the events are described below:

 userRequestNewConf: the user has requested that a new conference be created
 newConfApproved and deleteConfApproved: the request for a new conference or termination of an existing one has been approved
 foundNewConf and foundDeletedConf: a new conference has been created, or an existing
one has been removed
 foundNewUser and foundDeletedUser: a user has entered or left a conference
 newUserApproved: the user’s admittance into the conference has been approved
 lastUserLeftConf : the last user in a conference has left
 conferenceDied: a conference process we created has terminated.

6.5.3 Discussion
Both good groupware applications and good session managers are needed for groupware to
succeed. Without good session managers, it is hard to make electronic contact and get groupware started; many opportunities for collaboration will likely fall by the wayside. We believe
that next-generation toolkits will, like GroupKit, include session management as an important
building block. At the very least, the toolkit should provide a reasonable set of stock session
managers that implement a broad range of policies. If adequate primitives are provided, the
programmer should be able to modify existing session managers and create new ones to fit
the particular needs of a work community.
It is even possible that session management toolkits can be developed that are completely
independent from the application component and its run-time architecture. As evidence, the
GroupKit session manager was recently repackaged as a stand-alone toolkit. Since then, it has
been adapted to work with the Clock groupware development tool [Gra96] to manage both
centralized and semi-replicated sessions. While minor code changes were required, it works
well in spite of the radical differences between the run-time system and underlying language
of Clock and GroupKit.

6.6 CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented four components that we believe toolkits must provide to groupware programmers. A run-time infrastructure automatically manages the creation, interconnection, and communications of the distributed processes that comprise conference sessions,
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greatly simplifying a programmer’s job of managing a distributed system. Groupware programming abstractions allow developers to control the behavior of distributed processes, to
take action on state changes, to share relevant data, and to generate views. Groupware widgets
let a programmer quickly add interface features of value to conference participants. Session
managers that let users create and manage their meetings are built by developers to accommodate the group’s working style. Examples were taken from a variety of different toolkits to
illustrate how these components can be provided in practice.
The class of groupware toolkits considered in this chapter consider only real-time distributed applications. This is just a subset of groupware, and many groupware toolkits address disparate application domains. For example, ConversationBuilder [Kap92] and Strudel
[She90] are used for constructing speech act protocols. Oval is used to build semi-structured
messaging and information management systems [Mal92]. Lotus Notes, although not a programming toolkit, lets people develop and tailor a wide variety of asynchronous applications
(Lotus Inc.). Even toolkits within the domain of real-time interaction handle different niche
problems. Dewan and Choudhary’s Suite toolkit [Dew92] applies only to highly structured
text objects and investigates how flexible access control mechanisms are incorporated into
them. Knister and Prakash’s [Kni90] DistEdit provides groupware primitives that could be
added to existing single-user text editors to make them group-aware. DistView, produced by
the same group, is oriented towards a fairly strict view-sharing approach to sharing window
components and underlying data via an object replication scheme [Pra94]. Smith and Rodden’s SOL considers design features for making single-user widgets shareable [Smi93].
The chapter also limited its discussion to four components. While we believe these are
fundamental building blocks, there are certainly other components that must be included in a
commercial, robust groupware toolkit. A few examples follow (see Urnes and Nejabi [Urn94]
for a further list of features).

 Security and privacy. Groupware could be a large security hole unless great care is taken
in determining that only the right people are allowed in a meeting, and that permissions to
execute actions at sites other than their own does not compromise the system. Similarly,
communication channels should be encrypted in case the conference deals with sensitive
information. These should all be supplied as part of the stock toolkit.
 Audio and video support. Most of the toolkits mentioned do not directly support audio and
video. Yet almost all real-time groupware requires at least audio. These can be provided out
of band, through telephones, videoconferencing systems, and media spaces (see Chapter 3
in this book [Mac99]). Still, there is a trend in application design to integrate audio, video,
and computational groupware. The ClearBoard system described in Chapter 4 [Ish99], for
example, allows participants to see through their computational space to a video image
that portrays correct eye gaze position and hand gestures relative to the surface (see also
[Ish92]). There is also the problem of synchronizing audio/video with actions in the computational space, for even a few seconds of delay between the two can be disconcerting to
the group members. A further discussion on multimedia in groupware can be found in this
book in Chapter 8 [Dou99].
 Communication channel and networks. All groupware systems depend upon communication channels. Ideally, the underlying network will be tuned to support the performance
demands of groupware, and the API should reflect the programmer’s needs. Example extensions to standard networks are MBone [Mac94], an Internet multicast backbone that lets
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one send multimedia on wide-area networks such as the Internet, and Isis [Bir93], which
guarantees correct serialization of events over the network.
Fault tolerance. As network loads increase and connections become less reliable, fault tolerance becomes increasingly important. Groupware toolkits must include facilities to allow
the application to degrade gracefully, to checkpoint failed conferences for later resumption,
and to seek alternate communication paths when a channel fails. Dourish also addresses
some of these issues in this book in Chapter 8 [Dou99].
Versioning and downloading. In replicated architectures, problems arise when one site is
missing software or has a different version of it. The system should be able to check versions, and download software when necessary.
Session capture and replay. Records of meetings are sometimes crucial. While capturing
video is straightforward, capturing computational actions is more difficult [Man95]. The
challenge remains on how to capture automatically the highlights of lengthy meetings in a
concise manner.
Multi-user undo. Many single-user systems contain undo facilities. Yet undo in groupware
is a hard problem. While a few researchers have been working in this area [Pra92, Ber94],
we still have a long way to go before we can package undo facilities so that groupware
programmers can include it easily within their application. Chapter 5 in this book contains
a detailed discussion of the role of undo in a group editor [Pra99].
Concurrency control. While mentioned as part of the run-time architecture, concurrency
control in groupware is a sub-field in its own right. Much work remains to be done crafting
appropriate tools, architectures, and abstractions that make concurrency control easy for
the programmer, while minimizing its impact on the end-user’s interface.
Application domains. In all probability, some groupware toolkits will have to be specialized
to handle the nuances of particular real-time applications domains. DistEdit, for example,
concerns itself only with text editing [Kni90]. Others will deal with the structured meetings
found in group support systems [Pen95], or with extending capabilities of existing singleuser systems; e.g. primitives to make the emacs text editor group-aware [Pat95].
Alternate models. The separation of model and view is only one of the many ways that
groupware can be configured. For example, Karsenty and Beaudouin-Lafon [Kar95] have
defined the seven-layer SLICE model. Some of these layers are: an abstract document (the
model), a document layer (the displayed view), a direct manipulation layer (the means to
interact with the view); a view representation layer (to control how views are displayed);
and a cursor layer that tracks the mouse and shows telepointers. In Chapter 7 in this book,
Dewan considers other architectural models as well [Dew99].
Development environments. All the toolkits mentioned have inadequate development environments. For example, debugging groupware is hard because it is a distributed system,
and we need appropriate debuggers. Interface builders are lacking. Appropriate tools for
testing are non-existent.
The Web. The recent popularity of the World Wide Web, as well as the network and multiplatform properties of the Java programming language, implies that the Web could become the delivery vehicle for real-time groupware. While the Web, Java and the Internet
itself have particular features that lend themselves towards groupware (e.g. its ubiquity,
its client/server model, its telecommunications constructs), it also includes constraints that
may challenge the design of groupware toolkits (e.g. security, performance, session management styles). While the Web does provide incredible opportunities for groupware (some
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are surveyed in this book in Chapter 8 [Dou99]), we may find ourselves compromised by
its technical constraints and by the way it is commonly used.
While the next generation of toolkits are now being built, groupware systems still have a
long way to go to catch up to their single-user counterparts. We look forward to the day when
all toolkits will incorporate multi-user features. When that day comes, the artificial distinction
between constructing single and collaborative systems will disappear.
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